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PHILLIP & ALICIA ROSADO 
O W N E R S  O F  G L A M  D R Y  +  E D U C E  S A L O N

Phillip and Alicia Rosado are a Central Florida 
fashion and beauty power couple on the move. They own Glam 
Dry, one of  Orlando’s premier blow dry lounges by UCF and 
Educe Salon, a cutting edge salon in the up and coming Mills 50 
area.

Phillip Rosado is a Celebrity Stylist, Platform Artist, and Salon 
Owner. Phillip has worked internationally as a L’Oreal Professional 
Artist, was an art director with Toni & Guy for over 10 years inspiring 
hairdressers from major cities including London, Italy, New York, 
Los Angeles, and Las Vegas. In addition, Phillip also trained at 
Bumble and Bumble in New York City with Michael Gordon and 
Howard McLaren. Phillip’s clientele of  A-list celebrities include 
Britney Spears, Christina Aguilera, The Backstreet Boys, and Paris 
Hilton, to name a few. Teaching has also become a passion for 
Phillip as he partnered with L’Oreal Professionnel and is now 
traveling the country educating other stylist and Salon Owners in 
haircutting techniques and business practices. 

Phillip has a broad clientele but  his mission remains the same: 
to make sure his clients look and feel beautiful. For over 23 years 
now, Central Florida has been more beautiful because of   his color 
and cuts. The techniques he uses are customized specifically for 
each individual in order to meet his or her personal needs and 
expectations. 

Alicia Rosado co-owns Educe Salon and Glam Dry with her 
husband Phillip Rosado. She had 17 years of  experience behind the 
chair as an accomplished hairdresser before deciding to set a new 
course through salon ownership. From paper work to giving her 
customers incredible service at the front desk, she manages both 
of  her salons on a daily basis.

Apart from being a salon owner, Alicia is a freelance artist for 
bridal and special events. She has worked with the NBA’s Oklahoma 
Thunder girls for 3 years as their stylist and consulted there looks 
each year, and  also has many editorial credits on her resume.  She 
is an educator who provides in-salon classes in makeup, styling and 
up-do’s, as well as a mentor and coach to new stylists.

The Rosados are local entreauprenuers who mean business; setting 
new standards for styling quality in Central Florida.

Educe Salon 
936 N. Mills Ave.
Orlando, FL 32803
P.407-440-2840
educesalon.com 
facebook.com/educesalonorlando
instagram/educesalon  

Glam Dry
751 North Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
P. 407-249-0066
glamdry.com 
facebook.com/glamdry
instagram.com/glamdry
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